Rates of cyanide binding to the catalytic intermediates of mammalian cytochrome c oxidase, and the effects of cytochrome c and poly(L-lysine).
Rate constants of cyanide binding to 'fast' oxidase have been measured in the fully-oxidised (O), peroxy (P) and ferryl (F) states at pH 8.0. Values of 2.2, 8 and 10 M-1 s-1, respectively, were obtained. Thus, none of these states appears to exhibit a rate that would identify it as the species responsible for the extremely rapid cyanide binding observed during turnover. On the other hand, with 'oxidised' enzyme as prepared, containing a very small fraction of one-electron-reduced (E state) oxidase, a corresponding fraction of enzyme exhibited spectral changes consistent with cyanide binding with a rate constant in excess of 10(4) M-1 s-1. Evidence is presented suggesting that mediation of electron transfer from one-electron-reduced, cyanide-liganded enzyme to free, ferric oxidase, rather than a global protein conformational change of the enzyme, is responsible for the greatly enhanced cyanide binding rates seen in the presence of cytochrome c or poly(L-lysine). Inter-oxidase electron exchange in 'oxidised' enzyme can result in a complicated dependence of the binding rate on cyanide concentration. We have demonstrated that this may give rise to a saturation of the rate of cyanide binding.